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About Opus Interactive
Portland, Oregon based Opus Interactive is a full-service Managed Services Provider (MSP). Founded in 1994, the company provides managed hosting, dedicated virtual and standard servers, colloca-
tion, and hi-capacity Internet services. With its unique high-density data center model, advanced technology adoption, clean power utilization, and energy efficient hosting solutions, Opus Interactive 
works with organizations of all sizes helping them reduce IT infrastructure costs and consolidate their server footprint. They team with industry leading partners such as VMware, HP, LeftHand 
Networks, and Microsoft. Opus Interactive is an accredited member of the International Managed Services Provider Alliance.

Technology, meet humanity.

“If the server went down it would shut our 
doors. It’s what we rely on. It’s how we get 
our work done. The staff at Opus Interactive 
is friendly, knowledgeable, and helpful; I trust 
that I will get the solutions and assistance I 
need whenever I reach out to them.”

Tony Brinlee
Director of Information Technology,  

Liquid Development

//Liquid Development

BACKGROUND
Liquid Development is a Portland based design firm that creates 
content for next generation video games. They’ve been part of some 
of the most successful games of late, including Rock Star and Guitar 
Hero II.

THE SITUATION
Liquid Development works with designers all over the planet through 
an online content creation tool they call Pitcrew®. Pitcrew is a critical 
part of staying on deadline and meeting client expectations. Not only 
does Liquid Development require near 100% uptime, they need large 
amounts of file storage and the ability to push large graphical imagery 
across the web.

THE CUSTOMIZED SOLUTION
Liquid Development turned to Opus Interactive to put together a 
solution to meet their stringent demands. Opus Interactive provides 
managed web hosting and complete backup, email hosting with spam 
and virus filtration all with 100% uptime.

In addition, Liquid Development uses our QMOE (Qwest Metro Optical
Ethernet) solution to provide increased bandwidth over disparate 
routes with greater reliability. This allows users of Pitcrew to pass large 
files from desktop to server to the internet fast and without bottlenecks.


